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Prepaid card is defined as electronic payment card that could be used to 
purchase goods or services within the scope specified in the issuer's value , such as 
magnetic stripe and chip card, It includes following forms: gift cards, fulika, 
business card, bus card, etc.Currently, with the increasingly fierce competition in the 
retail industry, in order to adapt to the development of information technology and 
the need of novation in small payment service market, the commercial prepaid card 
market is developing rapidly, has played a positive role in the decrease of cash use, 
convenient public pay and stimulating consumption. 
Third-party prepaid cards is based on the operational side of the prepaid card 
platform, this system provides services and accept the cardholder's query via prepaid 
card platform, meanwhile it provides consumer services, pre-recharge services and 
other services, realizing credit card spending in businesses’ alliances . This 
dissertation design and implementate third-party prepaid card system according to 
the software engineering process ,startin from the system background, combined 
with related technology applications in software development, based on the 
requirement analysis, according to the system's general design principles , complete 
the overall design of third-party prepaid card management system, and make a 
concise exposition of system main function. 
The third-party prepaid card system makes full use of the advantages of the data 
transfer and information sharing technology to achieve the goal of business process 
informationization, the main function of system include system management, card 
transaction management, income data sorting, report printing, business parameter 
settings and other business processes, as well as some other auxiliary function 
modules, such as password changes and so on. The third-party prepaid card system is 
in effect currently, it will greatly improve work efficiency, reduces operating error 
rate, enhance data analysis operations and improve the operator's operating profit 
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